Working on track in
a possession
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Possession
A running line is under possession when arrangements have been made to block the line and
engineering trains or on-track plant (OTP) may be used.
A possession on a running line will be under the control of a person in charge of the possession
(PICOP).
The PICOP is responsible for authorising the movement of engineering trains or OTP anywhere within

the possession other than a worksite.
A possession may also be arranged for a siding or group of sidings. This type of possession will be

under the control of a person in charge of the siding possession (PICOS).
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PICOP taking the possession
Contact relevant signaller and confirm possession reference number and then confirm:
•
•
•
•

The line that they will be taking under possession, (train or trains)
Signals, Block markers, Points or crossings,
Points, Level crossings, Detonator protection,
The time the possession is to be taken.

PICOP arranging the possession protection
When the line is clear, signaller will confirm signals at danger and route closed, then:
•
•
•
•

Complete RT3198 section 1 and read back to signaller.
When signaller is satisfied the details are correct then the protection can be placed.
When all protection is in place, complete RT3198 section 2 and tell the signaller.
When the signaller is satisfied the line concerned is correctly protected, they will inform the PICOP
that the possession is granted.
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Possession
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Work Site
A work site is the portion of line within a possession of a running line where work will take place and
usually has a work-site marker board at each end.

Each work site is under the control of an engineering supervisor (ES) or safe work leader (SWL). The ES
or SWL is responsible for authorising the movement of engineering trains or OTP entering or within
the work site.
The ES or SWL is also responsible for authorising every IWA or COSS to set up their safe system of

work within the work site.
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Setting up a work site
ES must contact the PICOP and state the published reference if there is one then confirm:
• The line, mileage of work site marker boards (WSMBs)
• Trains and arrangements for level crossings.
PICOP authorises ES to set up their work site, ES may allow duties relating to the isolation of AC OLE/
DC CRE equipment to start and for the placing of the WSMBs.
• WSMBs if there are engineering trains or OTP within the possession,
• WSMBs in the 4 foot approx. 100 metres from work site.
• WSMBs exact locations recorded on the RT3199 Work-site Certificate.
ES must tell the PICOP when all of the WSMBs are in position.
• PICOP will dictate the necessary details which you record in the RT3199,
• Details must include arrangements for any level crossings within the worksite.
• Read back to PICOP, when satisfied all details in order for work to start, you will be given PICOPs
full initials and authority to allow work to start.
• Enter these details in RT3199 and you may now consider the work site granted.
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Worksites
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Agreeing the safe system of work with each COSS/ IWA
When the worksite has been granted, ES may allow work to take place.
Before starting work, ES must give each COSS and each Individual Working Alone (IWA) a work site
briefing.

ES must agree with each COSS and each IWA:
•
•
•

The limits of their site of work;
The nature of the work, and;
The safe system of work they will use.

ES must enter the details of your agreement on your RT3199 Work-site certificate and get the COSS
or IWA to sign it.
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Areas of Responsibility
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Operational Close Calls
Examples;
The ES received a phone call from the PICOP during mid-shift that the marker boards had been incorrectly placed.
ES assistant did not sign in on the ES form and took instructions verbally over the phone from the ES.
SWL2 received a call that the worksite marker boards were on the wrong side of the PICOP protection.
SWL2 arrived on site this morning and after signing guys in received a phone call. They were dvised that one of
the worksite markerboards had been placed facing the wrong way and was then asked to go and check this. On
arrival they discovered that the worksite markerboard was actually on the wrong side of the PICOP’s board.

COSS gave permission for a workgroup to go trackside before the possession had been granted and before
speaking with the ES, two trains subsequently came through the area before they accessed track.
COSS phoned the ES to check the possession had been granted and then staff accessed track.
Stoneblower 80215 was travelling to work at 110m 1470y, COSS and several staff were working at 112m 1420y.
The COSS for the workgroup at 112m 1420y alleges they had not been advised that a Stoneblower was due to
pass their location of work & reports that the Stoneblower driver was also not aware. Other COSS staff booked in
the worksite have confirmed the Stoneblower movements were in the briefing.
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Issues
What contributed to the OCCs;
Pressure on PICOP due to workload.
No evidence PICOP briefed ES on possession arrangements.
ES assistant did not use all the information available to place the worksite marker boards in the correct
location.
ES assistant had not been given adequate time to walk to location where detonator protection had to be
placed.
Actual positions of the worksite marker boards were not detailed in any of the supporting information packs.
Briefing conducted in car park and not in ES cabins supplied.
No evidence ES briefed COSS/ MCs or PSA on amended possession arrangements.

The ES did not phone the COSS before the Stoneblower transit to confirm that the workgroup was clear of
the line.
Failure of the ES & COSS to reach understanding on the access point being used due to different
terminologies used.
Lack of communication between the different contractors workgroups on the night.
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What do you think we could do better?
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